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About This Game

Welcome to the laboratory
The game mechanics are simple but fascinating. Various objects consistently drop out from the test tube connected to the

bioreactor. You must take them and place them on the playing field. When three same objects (or two same and one special) are
side by side, they evolve into a more advanced form! This is repeated several times until you get the most perfect zombies.

Place the objects strategically: if there are no free cells on the field, you lose, because the zombies violate the conditions of their
existence and will break out uncontrollably, cause it's too crowded in your laboratory.
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In the name of chaos!
We remind you that in this game you are a mad scientist who wants to plunge the world into chaos! Doesn't it remind anyone? In
any case, when you get the most advanced zombies, they go to the big world to wreak havoc in one of the four areas of human

life. As your minions progress, the chaos scales will fill up. Note that if one of the scales exceeds others by 30%, the society will
notice that something is going wrong and you will be discovered. So try to keep balance. As soon as all the chaos scales are

filled, you win! However, you can continue the game even after this significant moment!
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The tutorial doesn't explain much of anything and there seem to be no goals or quests. There also doesn't seem to be a way to get
it out of fullscreen mode. You just place zombie pieces in fullscreen and try to get matches of three? I have no clue how to get
the created zombies out of the lab and into society. It could be amusing as a matching\/placement game except there are
randomly moving zombie wolves that eat your placed pieces. It is, however, bug free. So it's not horrible for what it is, and I can
see it being a good idle clicker, but not in full screen. I am giving it a thumbs up because for the sale price (I got it for $3 in the
GameChain bundle on sale) you can get a few hours of amusement from it. I'd love to be able to window it and make it small so
I can play while I work and have a clear explanation of what I'm trying to accomplish and have small goals to reach as I try to hit
the "main quest".. Very simple matching puzzle game. No tutorial or explanations. It froze 20 minutes in and I had to shut it
down.
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Meet the Master of Mutations!:
Are you ready to try on the role of a mad scientist?

The logic game Master of Mutations is already available for purchase: the fascinating gameplay will allow you to create
advanced zombies by placing cells from a test tube on the playing field. Start implementing a sinister plan without delay - your
experimental minions are eager to go to the big world and wreak chaos in human life!

We are waiting for your feedback and comments, stay with us!. New Release Date - October the 4th:
Dear friends, sorry for the delay! The release date of Master of Mutations has been moved to October the 4th. We decided to
spend a little more time improving the main features. Hope for your understanding!. Master of Mutation is coming soon!:
 We are pleased to introduce you our new game Master of Mutations! The game will be available at the end of
September! Plunge into atmosphere of chaos, create zombies to defeat humanity. 

. 
Winter Sale Deal!:
The steam winter sale’s in full swing, which means you can save 75% on our Master of Mutations!
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